Funders & Partners
Throughout its history, TERC has received support from:

- AI Signal Research, Inc.
- American Educational Research Association
- American Geological Institute
- American Institutes for Research
- Anonymous
- Arizona Zoological Society
- Benjamin Banneker Charter Public School
- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
- Biotechnology Institute
- Boston Public Schools
- Boston University
- Boston's Environmental Ambassadors to the National Parks (B.E.A.N.)
- CNA Corporation
- Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family Foundation
- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
- Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS)
- City of Springfield, Massachusetts
- Colorado State University
- Columbia University
- Concord Consortium
- Connecticut State Department of Education
- Consortium for Mathematics and its Applications
- Council for Opportunity in Education
- Council of Chief State School Officers
- Drexel University
- Eastern Michigan University
- Education Development Center
- Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
- Flextronics Foundation
- Ford Foundation
- Fund for Educational Excellence
- Heising Simons Foundation
- Horizon Research, Inc.
- IBM Global Work-Life Fund
- Institute of Education Sciences, US Department of Education
- Institute of Mathematics and Science Education, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Institute of Museum and Library Services
• John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
• KCP Technologies
• Kendall/Hunt
• Kent State University
• Lesley University
• Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, Bank of America, Trustee
• Maine Mathematics and Science Alliance
• Massachusetts 2020 Foundation
• Massachusetts Biotechnology Education Foundation
• Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• Massachusetts Technology Collaborative
• Merck
• Mississippi State University
• Museum of Science, Boston
• NBC
• NEC Foundation of America
• NYC Department of Education
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
• National Science Foundation
• Nellie Mae Foundation
• New England Aquarium
• New York City
• Northwestern University
• Paleontological Research Institution
• Paul Antonucci & Associates
• Pearson
• Pennsylvania State University
• Philips Solid-State Lighting Solutions, Inc.
• Rice University
• Roosevelt University
• SRI International
• Save the Redwoods League
• Science Museum of Minnesota
• Smithsonian Institution
• Space Telescope Science Institute
• Spencer Foundation
• State University of New York, Buffalo
• The DIGIT Project
• The Motorola Foundation
• The Noyce Foundation
• The Young People's Project
• Tufts University
• UNAVCO
• US Department of Commerce
• US Department of Education
• US Department of Labor
• United Way
• Universities Space Research Association
• University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
• University of California, San Diego
• University of Florida
• University of Massachusetts
• University of Massachusetts Medical School
• University of Nebraska
• University of Pennsylvania
• University of Tennessee
• University of Texas at Austin
• Vcom3D
• William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
• WorldLink